ABC ELEMENTARY PROGRAM BOOK LIST 2023-2024
Theme: Empathy

Champion Year

1) *The Invisible Boy* by Trudy Ludwig
2) *I Wish You Knew* by Jackie Azúa Kramer
3) *Ruby Bridges Goes To School-My True Story* by Ruby Bridges (K-2) or *Ruby Bridges This is Your Time* (3-5) by Ruby Bridges
4) *Clovis Keeps His Cool* by Katelyn Aronson
5) *Eyes That Kiss in the Corners* by Joanna Ho
6) *The Dot* by Peter H. Reynolds
7) *BIG* by Coleen Paratore
8) Review of Champion Year Books*

*Fifth/Sixth Grade Students Moving to Middle School
Who Moved My Cheese? for Kids*
by Dr. Spencer Johnson & Christian Johnson

Kindergarten Book Titles

1) *Listen and Learn*
2) *Join In and Play*
3) *Talk and Work it Out*
4) *Cool Down and Work Through Anger*
5) *Understand and Care*
6) *Accept and Value Each Person*
7) *Be Polite and Kind*

These books are part of the Learning to Get Along Series by Cherie J. Meiners, M.Ed